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ARCHBISHOP’S FOREWORD

For some time now, I have been saying that we can’t just put up a sign saying “business
as usual.” We have to come to a surer understanding of the situation we are in, and become
intentional about what action we need to take.
It has become increasingly clear that our parishes and ministries are struggling to engage
young people. The National Church Life Survey revealed that the average age of parishioners in
Australia is 59 and 70% of parishioners are over 50. The 2016 Census revealed that in 2011, 25.3%
of the population identified as Catholic, whereas only 22.6% in 2016 identified as Catholic. 2016 was
the first year in which ‘no religion’ had a higher percentage than those who identified as Catholic. In
Brisbane we have seen a decrease of around 12,000 people in our regular attendance at Mass.
Another phenomenon in the Catholic community is the number of people who
identify as Catholic compared with those who actually come to Mass or might consider themselves
‘practicing’. 2016 figures revealed that in the Archdiocese of Brisbane, about 8.1% of those who
identify as Catholic actually attend Mass regularly. This suggests that we have ‘sacramentalised’
people without evangelising them. We have struggled to provide a compelling and engaging example
of what it means to live the Catholic life and therefore have become irrelevant for many people.
Evangelisation Brisbane is one of our five Archdiocesan agencies and is intended to
work with parishes and communities to inspire and empower them to accomplish the mission of
the Church. This strategic plan seeks to address our situation intentionally in light of our mission.
It is imbued with faith and hope, and is grounded in the belief that we do not simply have to watch
the Church slowly decline. This plan believes that God is with us, and that, empowered by the
Holy Spirit, we can begin to see our parishes and communities flourish and develop as centres of
transformation, inclusion, inspiration, empowerment, belonging and encounter with God. This is not
a restoration of anything but a new path into the new possibilities which God is opening before us.
Though it is a plan for Evangelisation Brisbane, it is a plan for all of us, because all the
baptised are called to the mission of Christ to make disciples of all nations. All of us, the priestly
people of God, are called to evangelisation. Therefore I gladly endorse and commend this strategic
plan to all the Catholic people of the Archdiocese of Brisbane, and urge everyone to work generously
with Evangelisation Brisbane to ensure that this vision yields the fruit that we both desire and need.

		
							Mark Coleridge
							Archbishop of Brisbane
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Evangelisation Brisbane is committed to reconciliation with the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples. As such, we respectfully acknowledge
the Traditional custodians of the land that we work on. We pay our respects
to Elders both past, present and emerging.
We pray that God will continue to bless us, turn his countenance upon us
and give us peace as we walk this journey of reconciliation together.

Preface
1 . W HY A STRATEGI C PL A N ?
In a world where the only thing that is constant is change, setting out a five year strategic
plan can be perceived as being too certain of the future. But the rationale for such a plan
outweighs this concern. Firstly, if an organisation does not have a clearly articulated
vision for the future with measurable outcomes, there can be no adequate measure of
success. How do we know if we’ve achieved a goal if we don’t have one?
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Secondly, a strategic plan ensures synergy across the Agency. That is to say, if the Agency
understands what it is trying to achieve, then all initiatives of the Agency can be measured
by their contribution to that aim. This ensures that all initiatives contribute to a bigger
picture. Thirdly, corporate knowledge informs us that it takes at least three years to
imbed any new initiative and about five for it to be established. So it is important that any
new initiative is tested and committed to for a substantial period before its success can
be determined. Finally, a strategic plan enables all organisational units and individuals
within it to create annual work plans that are mapped to the strategic plan. This means
that leaders can manage staff in a more objective manner that addresses progress
against agreed outcomes. In this light, the strategic plan becomes the foundation for the
initiatives of Evangelisation Brisbane for the next five years.

2 . HOW IS I T STRUCTURE D ?
This plan addresses the why, the how, and the what. As such, this plan begins with our
mission statement – our why – which is an overarching statement that summarises our
primary purpose. All of our initiatives in some way contribute to this purpose. This is
followed by a vision statement that addresses what we think this could look like in five
years. The vision is followed by our values which are our ‘how’. Values inform how we go
about our strategies. They ensure that whatever we do, it is done in a manner that is in
keeping with these values. This is followed then by our what – that is – our outcomes and
strategies. The whole agency, and then each organisational unit, has its own overarching
outcomes followed by a collection of strategies that will achieve that outcome. These
strategies are our ‘what’ and are the explicitly measurable part of this plan.
Finally, there are some overarching principles that inform this plan. Firstly, we recognise
that the world can change and that we may need to make revisions to this plan on the
way. The plan articulates what we intend to do, but this is tempered by the desire to be
flexible and change course if necessary. It also recognises that it is always easier to change
course when you’re already moving. Secondly, this plan recognises that Evangelisation
Brisbane is not a parish, but rather an Archdiocesan Agency designed to work with, inspire
and empower parishes and communities. Thus, the aims of this plan are at the service
of parishes and communities. Finally, Evangelisation Brisbane’s mission is to enact and
help others enact the mission of the Church. Evangelii Gaudium (The Joy of the Gospel) is
one of the most recent and thorough texts on this mission and is the primary document
informing this plan.
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Mission,
Vision,
Values

Our Mission:
The mission of Evangelisation Brisbane is to work with, inspire and
empower parishes and communities to encounter Jesus and live the
joy of the gospel.
O U R V ISION:
Evangelisation Brisbane has a vision to see the Catholic Church become a home for every
generation. We envisage a Church that welcomes and engages children in such a way that
they love to attend and ask their parents to take them; a Church where teenagers find
purpose and meaning as they encounter truth, beauty, and goodness; a Church where
young adults not only continue to practise their faith, but develop it and are empowered
to lead and minister; a Church where adults do not merely attend, but continue to
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deepen their faith and become missionary disciples; a Church where families find such
welcome, love, and support that Church becomes an extension of their family; a Church
that reaches beyond its own walls in working towards justice and peace in our world,
and building relationships with other Christian traditions, other religious traditions, and
with government; we envisage a Church where every person is loved, welcomed, and
transformed as they encounter Jesus, and those who walk in his footsteps.

O U R VALUES:
In all things, Evangelisation Brisbane aspires to be:
- Christ-centred (Mission-oriented, Faith-filled, Intentional)
- Authentic (Respectful, Transparent, Honest)
- Inclusive (Accompanying, Compassionate, Relational)
- Innovative (Excellent, Creative, Solutions Focussed)
- Joyful (Energetic, Positive, Fun)
- Humble (Always Learning, Listening, Serving)

O U R STRUCTURE:
Evangelisation Brisbane has developed an inverse pyramid for its organisation structure
which acknowledges that leadership means service and responsibility. As such, the
leaders are at the bottom, empowering and supporting those who work with them.
(See Org Chart, Page 10)
Evangelisation Brisbane is led by an Executive Director with a team of Associate Directors
who lead the following areas:
Children and Families
Youth and Young Adults
Adult Formation
Inclusion
Parish Leadership
In 2020 there is an Associate Director, Santa Teresa Spirituality Centre but that role will sit
within Adult Formation from January 2021.
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The Leadership Team

Peter Pellicaan

Teresa McGrath

Eric Robinson

Shane Dwyer

Chantale Wilson

Hogan Rogers

TERESA MCGRATH - Associate Director, Parish Leadership
Teresa has been involved in ministry in the Church for over 15 years. She has a
background in business management and is completing her Masters in Leadership and
Theology. She is passionate about helping parishes discover their vision for the future and
mapping out the tangible steps towards achieving this vision.
SHANE DWYER - Associate Director, Adult Formation
Shane has worked for thirty years in response to the quest to express the Catholic faith
in ways that are meaningful to contemporary adults. An experienced speaker, faith
resource writer and course provider, his particular concern is for accompanying groups
and individuals as they seek to grow in their understanding of our faith, and of how to live
that faith in this place and time. He is a qualified and experienced faith formator, spiritual
director, pastoral ministry supervisor and retreat leader.
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ERIC ROBINSON- Associate Director, Inclusion
With over twenty years’ experience in youth ministry, leadership formation, event
management and advocacy, Eric is dedicated to creating greater pathways of inclusion
within the Catholic Church. Eric is an experienced leader, group facilitator and mentor,
with a passion for equity and justice. Eric has a lifelong commitment to an inclusive
Church that welcomes marginalised groups and champions the many benefits of
diversity.
CHANTALE WILSON – Associate Director, Children & Families
Chantale has been engaged in work and ministry to children and families for thirty years.
She is a registered teacher with qualifications and experience in Early Childhood, Primary
and Religious Education and has extensive experience in coordinating Catholic children’s
ministry in various settings. Chantale is dedicated to creating opportunities for children
and their parents to encounter Jesus, find their home in the Catholic Church, and thrive
as children of God who share the Good News with others.
HOGAN ROGERS – Team Leader, Youth & Young Adults
Hogan is passionate about working with young people. For six years, he was a key part
of the UPP (Unleashing Personal Potential) team, working with young people to become
their best, where he worked with over 300 schools and 20,000 students. He has since
worked closely with school students in Brisbane in the work for evangelisation. Hogan is
dedicated to engaging young people in conversation and challenging them with thought
provoking ideas about the faith to lead them to an encounter with Jesus.
DCN PETER PELLICAAN - Executive Director, Evangelisation Brisbane
Peter has 20 years of experience serving within the Christian tradition in both lay and
ordained capacities. He brings a fresh enthusiasm for the beauty, goodness and truth
found in the Catholic Church. He is passionate about encouraging Catholics to rediscover
the wonder of their faith in order that they might re-engage in it, live it to the full, and
share it with others.
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UQ CATHOLIC CHAPLAINCY
Joanna Bach

Stephanie Rogers

Jonathon Franks .5

SANTA TERESA
SPIRITUALITY CENTRE
Amy Dewanto

Mary-Anne Cullen

Stephanie Ganeson .5

Anne-Marie Williams

Project Officer (TBD)

Nattasha Mierendorf

Dominic Dougherty

Mark Makowiecki

Lorraine Wynne

Ben Maloney

Lisa McKerr

CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

YOUTH

ADULT FORMATION

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Chantale Wilson

TEAM LEADER
Hogan Rogers

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Shane Dwyer

RECEPTIONIST

EXEC. ASST. TO ED

Monica Bidgood

Emma Fradd

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
DCN. Peter Pellicaan
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Evangelisation
Brisbane
Organisational
Chart 2021

Stephanie Ganeson .5

Jessica Laidler

RECONCILIATION
ACTION PLAN
Cynthia Rowan
JUSTICE, PEACE & ECOLOGY
Peter Arndt
Jonathon Franks .5
CHRISTIAN UNITY &
INTER-RELIGIOUS RELATIONS

Melissa Ledwich

Margaret Naylon
INCLUSION

PARISH LEADERSHIP

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Eric Robinson

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Teresa Mcgrath

(Plenary Council Coordinator)

COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
Michaela Pang
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Outcomes and Strategies:
Whole of Agency Initiatives
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OUTCOMES AND STRATEGIES
WHOLE OF AGENCY INITIATIVES
O U TCOME ONE:
To work with, inspire and empower parishes and communities to encounter Jesus
and live the joy of the gospel
Strategies:
a. To launch a Summit which brings together parishes and communities from across the
Archdiocese for keynote presentations, workshops on all aspects of Church life, and
an example of best practice that enable Catholic communities to evangelise and form
missionary disciples.

O U TCOME TWO:
To develop and implement an online evangelisation strategy
Strategies:
a. To develop and implement an online evangelisation strategy that includes:
- Website development
- Blogs, videos and podcasts that explain Catholic faith in an accessible way
- Social media: Instagram, Facebook, Twitter
- Connecting those that make contact or enquire with their local parish

O U TCOME THREE:
To lead and manage the implementation phase of the Plenary Council
Strategies:
a. To develop a strategy to ensure consistent and effective implementation of Plenary
Council outcomes across the Archdiocese of Brisbane which:
- Collaborates with parish and community leadership
- Ensures that Plenary outcomes are implemented in a manner that creates a
culture of inclusion and evangelisation

O U TCOME FOUR:
To recruit, and apprentice leaders in the Archdiocese who are mission-oriented,
visionary, transformational and authentic
Strategies:
a. To ensure that all initiatives are focussed on the development of leaders in their
respective areas.
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Parish
Leadership
Introduction:
The Parish Leadership initiative is designed to work with parish
leaders, community leaders and archdiocesan leadership to promote
intentional strategic leadership across the Archdiocese through three
primary initiatives: to develop a strategic planning framework as a
template for parish leaders to effectively plan and implement strategies
that produce missionary disciples; secondly to lead and manage the
Episcopal Council Deanery Consultations; and finally, to research,
develop and implement an Archdiocesan wide strategy that informs
the appointment of clergy and the provision of effective ministry across
the Archdiocese.
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PARISH LEADERSHIP

O U TCOME ONE:
Recruit 5 parishes that partner with Evangelisation Brisbane in creating and
implementing a strategic plan for their parishes to become missionary centres of
evangelisation
Strategies:
a. Find 5 parishes that are willing and eager to partner with Evangelisation Brisbane
i. Share with as many priests and leaders as possible a vision of what great parish
and community leadership could look like and the difference it makes.
ii. Begin with three parishes in the first year based on level of openness and
investment by all key stakeholders
iii. Create a Memorandum of Understanding clarifying expectations and agreed
desired outcomes which include all key stakeholders
b. Create a strategic plan with each of the parishes referred to in (a) above.
i. Invest in understanding parish through various activities such as attending
parish masses and collating insights from leadership teams and key influencers
in the parish
ii. Facilitate a parish strategic planning workshop that engages all parishioners and
provides the opportunity for them to share their hopes and dreams for the parish
which will inform the initial drafting of a strategic plan
iii. Ensure follow up with leaders to finalise work of the workshop
c. Support the execution of the plan with each of the parishes
i. Regular meetings with priests and leaders to track progress, problem-solve
and clarify
ii. Join leadership team meetings to assess how the parish is measuring against its
outcomes and strategies
iii. Facilitate workshops/meetings to reflect on the previous year and refocus for the
year ahead
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O U TCOME TWO:
The leadership culture in the Archdiocese is mission-oriented, visionary,
transformational and authentic (rather than managerial)
Strategies:
a. Develop a culture of continual growth and development of leaders
i. Develop an ongoing formation program for leaders in collaboration with the
Adult Formation Team (start Year 2021)
ii. Parish priests and lay leaders where possible participate in ongoing formation/
education to build leadership capacity
iii. Parishes target those with experience and the charism of leadership to be a part
of their leadership teams
iv. Create a network of current effective leaders in parishes who will champion this
culture change across the Archdiocese
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PARISH LEADERSHIP

b. Develop a culture of succession planning and intentionally growing potential leaders
i. Create an apprenticeship structure for parish leaders to raise up new leaders
ii. Parishes encouraged to financially invest in the development of potential leaders
c. Respond to parish requests for support in the formation of pastoral councils and/or
leadership teams

O U TCOME THREE:
Episcopal Council Deanery Consultations are insightful, informative and inspirational
experiences for all involved and produce innovative, fresh ideas that inform and
impact Archdiocesan strategy in a timely fashion
Strategies:
a. Facilitate Episcopal Council Deanery Consultations
b. Ensure timely follow up and complete reporting on all agreed upon outcomes
c. Conduct annual review of process and propose recommendations to increase
effectiveness

O U TCOME FOUR:
Appointments of clergy are strategic, forward-thinking, sustainable, well-planned and
well-executed, directly impacting the effectiveness of ministry across the Archdiocese
Strategies:
a. Work collaboratively with the Episcopal Council and College of Consultors to create a
strategic framework for the appointment of clergy:
i. Create a set of agreed principles that inform the appointment of clergy
ii. Consider factors such as clear progression pathways for priests, demography and
complexity of the parish, likely retirements, contingencies for unexpected changes
(e.g. sudden illness, etc.)
b. Work collaboratively with the Episcopal Council and College of Consultors to create
a clear process for the appointment of clergy that reflects the strategic framework
and includes ‘expression of interest’ documentation, profiling of parishes, supporting
documentation for the College of Consultors, and a consultation process with parishes
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Children
and Families
Introduction:
The Children and Families initiative recognises that evangelisation
happens first in the family by parents who are the first educators. It is
also clear that one of the biggest opportunities for evangelisation is
amongst upper primary students in Catholic Schools and their parents.
As such, an Associate Director, Children and Families will be recruited
for the beginning of 2021 as well as the recruitment of the necessary
staff to support this area.
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CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

O U TCOME ONE:
An integrated formation and training program delivered to address the needs
of those ministering in sacramental preparation and children’s ministry that is
accessible, affordable, adaptable, engaging and inclusive
Strategies:
a. EB Sacramental Preparation and Children’s Ministry document is produced and
made available across the Archdiocese
b. Training and support provided regularly and also in response to requests
c. Formation opportunities relevant to both ministries developed and offered
strategically around the Archdiocese

O U TCOME TWO:
Resources to assist those engaged in sacramental preparation and children’s
ministry are delivered
Strategies:
a. An audit of EB resources relevant to sacramental preparation and children’s
ministry is undertaken and proposals for updating or the provision of new
resources tabled
b. Workshops delivered to assist those engaged in this ministry to best utilise the
resources provided

O U TCOME THREE:
Recruit and appoint appropriate staff who will launch and lead five primary school
children’s ministries in parishes that have primary schools with a weekly attendance
of over 100 students
Strategies:
In Schools
a. Build relationships with children and invite them to participate in parish life by
leading engaging assemblies, and break time engagement
b. Lead engaging assemblies for the whole school to give a taste of children’s ministry
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c. Develop children’s ministry launch teams from school and parish
d. Identify and recruit, inspiring and empowering potential leaders
e. Build relationships with teachers by hosting morning tea twice a year, intentional
acts of kindness, offering to serve where possible
f. Engage parents by creating flyers for them that informs and promotes children’s
ministry with term dates/topics
g. Create communications strategy to aid above processes
In Parish: Children’s Ministry with Integrated Sacramental Preparation
h. Provide high quality children’s ministry by including music, high quality
presentations and activities, encounters with Jesus, spaces to ask questions/small
groups, talks and food
i. Children’s program would run weekly after school from 3:30pm – 5pm
j. Sacramental preparation to be integrated into the program
k. Ministry to parents and guardians coinciding with key children’s ministry activities
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O U TCOME FOUR:
From these five parishes, recruit at least 50 trained and fully engaged leaders and
volunteers
Strategies:
a. Develop pathways for leaders to be identified and empowered to lead
b. In principle, recruit one leader for every 10 students
c. Establish regular meetings with core team members
d. Help parishes have successful children’s ministries by creating strategic plans
e. Ensure children’s leaders have appropriate safeguarding strategies in place
f. Create communications strategy to aid above processes

O U TCOME FI VE:
Recruit staff who will develop and implement strategies that promote, encourage
and support Catholic marriage in the Archdiocese of Brisbane
Strategies:
a. Welcome: develop improved process for those enquiring to get married to ensure
the experience is engaging, positive and an opportunity for evangelisation
b. Engagement: promote the Catholic understanding of marriage through professional
development and online resources across parishes and schools
c. Support: strategies developed to support and encourage married couples, help
them through their struggles, and lead them toward an engaged and life giving
marriage
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Youth and
Young
Adults

Introduction:
The Youth and Young Adults initiative recognises that the teenage years
through to early adulthood are key moments for evangelisation and
discipleship. As such, this initiative is designed to reach as many young
people as possible with the truth, beauty and goodness of the Catholic
faith, but also to build a network of youth leaders that are well
apprenticed, competent, and are a compelling example to young
people of the Catholic life lived to the full.
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YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS

O U TCOME ONE:
Recruit, inspire, train and empower youth leaders across the Archdiocese of
Brisbane
Strategies:
a. Facilitate structured and engaging Masterclasses quarterly that include workshops,
networking and opportunities for encounter
b. Provide opportunities for one on one and group coaching for all youth leaders
c. Provide pathways for young leaders to be identified and empowered
d. Help youth ministries grow by helping them to create and implement
strategic plans
e. Develop a communications strategy to support the above strategies

O U TCOME TWO:
Launch and lead five youth ministries in parishes that have secondary schools with a
regular attendance of over 100 youth weekly
Strategies:
In Schools
a. Build relationships with youth and invite them to participate in parish life by leading
engaging assemblies, lunch time mingling, music classes, RE classes, after school
sport etc.
b. Lead engaging assemblies for the whole school to give a taste of youth group
c. Develop youth ministry launch teams from school and parish
d. Identify, recruit, inspire and empower potential leaders
e. Build relationships with teachers by hosting morning tea twice a year, intentional
acts of kindness, offering to serve where possible
f. Engage parents by creating flyers for them that informs and promotes youth
ministry with term dates/topics
g. Create communications strategy to aid above processes
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YOUTH AND YOUNG ADULTS

In Parish: Youth Group
h. Provide high quality youth nights by including music, encounters with God, spaces
to ask questions/small groups, talks and food
i. Integrate ourselves into parish life by building youth group and making parish music
beautiful
j. Create space of encounter for every parishioner by having intergenerational
worship nights
k. Coordinate two Archdiocesan wide youth rally’s each year

O U TCOME THREE:
From these five parishes, recruit at least 50 trained and fully engaged leaders
and volunteers
Strategies:
a. Develop pathways for young leaders to be identified and empowered to lead
b. In principle, recruit one leader for every 10 students
c. Establish regular meetings with core team members
d. Help parishes have successful youth ministries by creating strategic plans for their
youth ministries
e. Ensure youth leaders have structured accountability strategies in place
f. Create communications strategy to aid above processes

O U TCOME FOUR:
Recruit, inspire, empower and train musicians in parishes which are engaged in the
youth project to develop high quality beautiful music that facilitates an encounter
with God
Strategies:
a. Facilitate regular training days for musicians both one on one, and band coaching
sessions with existing bands, and building a new youth band
b. Establish quality house band for youth group by recruiting and investing in young
school musicians by visiting their music classes, running song writing/instrument
workshops with them

26
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c. Establish quality house band for Parish Mass by training the youth group house
band in how to lead music for liturgy
d. Create a network of young Catholic songwriters by running song writing workshops
for young musicians
e. Empower young musicians in the church by recording original music that has been
tested in the community, and releasing it

O U TCOME FI VE:
Provide opportunity for young adults (18 – 30) to deepen their faith and be engaged
in their local parish
Strategies:
a. Recruit and support chaplaincy coordinator at University of Queensland
b. Continue support of chaplaincy in universities where viable
c. Support and promote initiatives that work to connect young adults with local
parishes
d. Develop young adult discipleship pathways for the Archdiocese
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Adult
Formation

The vision for the adult formation initiative is that every Catholic in
the Archdiocese grows in his or her awareness that ongoing faith
formation and spiritual renewal is intrinsic to living a Catholic life.
The focus of the EB Adult Formation Team is primarily on faith
formation rather than faith education. If knowledge of aspects of
the faith does not lead to a life transformed in Christ, it is of limited
benefit to the individual or to the mission of the Church. For this to
occur, an individual must be ‘discipled.’

28
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O U TCOME ONE:
An ongoing outreach to those who have yet to encounter Jesus Christ
Strategies:
a. Develop and implement a simple evangelisation outreach via the web and
social media
b. Identify and provide a presence at local contemporary spirituality events

O U TCOME TWO:
Evangelisation Formation through the delivery of events, programs and resources
to Catholics
Strategies:
a. A call to all Catholics to consider what it means to share their faith with others in
response to recent papal teaching
b. Regular conference that promotes mission and evangelisation (whole of EB)
c. A daily reflections resource on aspects of Catholic mission and evangelisation
written and produced
d. Resources for the RCIA are reviewed, and recommendations for their improvement
and increased uptake are identified and actioned
e. The Alpha experience is reviewed, and recommendations are identified
and actioned

O U TCOME THREE:
An integrated adult formation program established to address the needs of parishes,
communities and ministry groups and individuals that is accessible, affordable,
adaptable, engaging and inclusive
Strategies:
a. Provisional EB Formation Offerings document is produced and made available
b. Support provided as requested in the areas faith formation, spirituality
development, pastoral council formation and ministry training after principles for
engagement established
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ADULT FORMATION

c. An audit of EB resources relevant to formation, ministry support etc. undertaken
and proposals for updating or the development or sourcing of new resources are
tabled
d. A program for the formation, resourcing and support of those involved in the
various liturgical, sacramental and pastoral ministries throughout the archdiocese
will be developed and delivered (Includes the training and support of Lenten group
leaders, and other groups as identified)

O U TCOME FOUR:
The development of a network of Catholics who become leaders of formation in their
various parishes and communities and work toward the ongoing formation of those
in their parish or community
Strategies:
a. Share the vision of discipleship and formation with as many Catholics as possible
b. Invite those interested to be a part of this network of leaders of formation
c. Provide professional development and formation for these leaders and empower
them to be able to lead formation in their respective parish or communities
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Inclusion

Introduction:
The vision for the Inclusion initiative is that every person from every
‘tribe and nation’ and from every perspective, situation and orientation is welcomed, included and represented in the Catholic Church. We
aim to create a ‘unity which is never uniformity, but a multifaceted and
inviting harmony’ (Joy of the Gospel, 117). This means the development
of intentional pathways of inclusion that enable people from all walks
of life to be able to journey toward the Eucharistic centre. It also means
that for those that don’t wish to walk this journey, we are intentional
about listening and understanding their story in order that they know
that they are loved and valued. The Inclusion initiative is therefore,
committed to identifying and removing barriers of exclusion within the
Archdiocese of Brisbane, whether that be unconscious or conscious,
institutional or individual, through fostering strategies of engagement,
empowerment, equality and equity.
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INCLUSION

O U TCOME ONE:
Develop a skilled and committed EB workforce by facilitating professional
development for EB staff to increase their cross-cultural skills and awareness;
understanding of ecumenism and inter-religious relations; and their dialogue and
knowledge; and their commitment to social justice issues, ecology, First Nations
peoples and the Archdiocesan Reconciliation Action Plan
Strategies:
a. Education and training including inter-faith experiences, intercultural competency
experiences, and opportunities for encounters with marginalised peoples.
b. Develop proficiency in community organising and strategic campaigning principles
and skills (May include delivery of workshops and presentations)
c. Review how Evangelisation Brisbane interacts and communicates within
Archdiocese of Brisbane, and update practices where necessary to ensure they are
inclusive
d. Review terminology and re-discover existing resources
e. Encourage EB to practise inclusion in all aspects of day-to-day work and that
policies reflect inclusion
f. Integrate all 5 Inclusion Team areas in all EB initiatives
g. Build the profile of the Inclusion Team by promoting and increasing awareness
about the good work already being done by members of Inclusion Team and
promotion of new projects and initiatives

O U TCOME TWO:
Foster and coordinate multicultural pastoral care in the Archdiocese of Brisbane
and beyond
Strategies:
Assist parishes, cultural communities and archdiocesan agencies in providing
environments of proactive inclusion
a. Plan, lead and coordinate inclusion workshops for parishes
b. Recruit and train animators/champions in the areas of inclusion to work in
their parish
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c. Provide recommendations and options to parishes on how to foster inclusivity
d. Promote We Are One Body guidelines in parishes and communities particularly the
6 ‘Avenues for Action’
e. Collaborate with appropriate agencies towards the
(i) creation of an effective orientation program for priests and pastoral 		
ministers coming into Australia, delivered simultaneously with
(ii) a cross-cultural training program for the leadership within the receiving parish
f. Work with Archdiocesan Commission on Liturgy to further carry forward the concept
of liturgical inculturation in multicultural parishes (music, Imagery/symbols,
saints etc.)
g. Respond to and advocate for the needs and concerns of migrants, refugees and
people on the move
h. Develop strategies around cultural communities which identifies needs, and
promotes best practice

O U TCOME THREE:
Deepened awareness and commitment in parishes on social justice, peace and
ecology issues
Strategies:
Deepening awareness and opportunities for action in parishes and communities through
embracing Laudato Si (Care for our Common Home)
a. Raise the competency level and commitment of the EB staff through training,
workshops, presentations and spiritual formation
b. Recruit and skill animators to work in their parish and provide on-going support,
spiritual formation and resources
c. Promote and support participation in relevant activities where appropriate, of
organisations that work toward ecological justice
d. Promote the building of relationships of solidarity with the peoples of the Pacific,
including Torres Strait Islanders, in the spirit of the Season of Creation agreement
between Archbishop Coleridge and Archbishop Peter Loy Chong, Archbishop
of Suva
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O U TCOME FOUR:
Deepen solidarity with First Nation Peoples, Refugees, People Seeking Asylum, and
the people of West Papua with a view to understanding the injustices they face
Strategies:
a. Solidarity visits to Cherbourg and associated action and advocacy
b. Ongoing engagement and dialogue on aspects of Uluru Statement from the Heart
c. Raise the competency level of the EB staff through training, workshops and
presentations
d. Create opportunities for encounter, relationship building, consciousness raising and
action
e. Provide ongoing recommendations to parishes

O U TCOME FI VE:
Implement the Reconciliation Action Plan
Strategies:
Successful development, implementation and review of the Reconciliation Action Plan
a. Engage with reconciliation Australia to finalise the RAP
b. Coordinate a National Reconciliation Week Event (during 27/5 to 3/6) each year
c. Identify 6 lead parishes and develop an implementation plan in partnership with
parishes, through café info sessions and meetings
d. Establish a local RAP advisory group for each parish
e. Develop an implementation plan for an agency to pilot within Archdiocese of
Brisbane.

O U TCOME SI X :
Implement the Plenary Council outcomes including developing pathways of
inclusion for all people with a focus on those with disabilities, women, the divorced
and remarried, and members of the LGBTIQA+ community
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Strategies:
a. Dialogue around the recommendations from the Plenary Council and develop
proposals for implementation
b. Develop inclusion reference groups that include those who have disabilities,
women, the divorced and remarried, and members of the LGBTIQA+ community

O U TCOME SEVEN :
Promote the essential nature of ecumenism and inter-religious relations to the local
church in the Archdiocese through prayer, communication, education and building
relationships with other Christians and those of other faiths
Strategies:
a. Provide Executive Officer support to the Council for Ecumenism and Inter-religious
Relations and its Education Task Group
b. Provide and promote formation sessions for parishes and Church groups
c. Provide regular communication to parishes and Church agencies
d. Provide expert advice and resources to parishes, Brisbane Catholic Education,
individual schools, ACU as requested
e. Maintain and strengthen the Covenant relationship between the Catholic
Archdiocese of Brisbane (and Diocese of Toowoomba) and the Anglican Diocese
Brisbane
f. Maintain and develop the network of cooperation between Christian Churches
through ecumenical initiatives such as the Queensland Heads of Churches and
Queensland Churches Together (QCT).
g. On behalf of five Christian Churches provide ongoing supervision, support and
review of the Christian Chaplains at Griffith University and Queensland University of
Technology
h. Strengthen and expand the network of relationship building and co-operation
between faiths which operates through the Queensland Faith Communities Council
(QFCC)
i. Enhance ecumenical and inter-religious relationships and build networks
by representing the Archbishop on various committees, at events and by
communicating with other communities
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Santa Teresa
Spirituality
Centre

Introduction:
The Santa Teresa Spirituality Centre has been designed as a place of
encounter with God through prayer and reflection, spiritual formation,
hospitality, natural beauty, refreshment, enjoyment and a rich heritage
of spirituality including the ‘Little Way’ of St Therese of Lisieux,
the patron of the Centre.
O U TCOME ONE:
Provide a place of beauty where guests can encounter God through spending time in
prayer, reflection and Christian formation
Strategies:
a. Maintain and improve the Centre facilities and beautiful surrounds
b. Create spaces that invite guests to engage in a range of spiritual experiences
c. Provide prayer rituals and resources to assist guests undertake a spiritual journey
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SANTA TERESA SPIRITUALITY CENTRE

O U TCOME TWO:
Seek to grow the number of bookings/guests
Strategies:
a. Promote the Centre through a range of communication strategies
b. Develop collaborative relationships with key stakeholders
c. Review the online booking system

O U TCOME THREE:
Grow an environment of welcome and inclusion through the ongoing exercise of hospitality
Strategies:
a. Hold staff formation sessions twice a year to reflect on the STSC vision
b. Gather guest evaluation forms to discern the impact of hospitality measures
c. Implement hospitality measures discerned by staff

O U TCOME FOUR:
Foster spirituality opportunities for groups and individuals
Strategies:
a.

Conduct parish reflection days each year

b.

Host a Youth Leader weekend retreat annually

c.

Coordinate Archdiocesan staff spirituality formation days

d.

Develop online spirituality courses accessible to parishes and individuals

O U TCOME FI VE:
Ensure the safety and security of guests and staff
Strategies:
a. Maintain all equipment and facilities to WHS standards/certification
b. Provide staff training in first aid, fire safety, health and hygiene (kitchen)
c. Ensure staff are aware of all relevant WHS requirements
d. Conduct regular audit and review of all safety and security measures
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o + 61 7 3324 3440 e eb@bne.catholic.net.au w evangelisationbrisbane.org.au
a Francis Rush Centre, 194 Charlotte Street, Brisbane Qld 4000
p GPO Box 282, Brisbane QLD 4001

“I invite all Christians,
everywhere, at this very
moment, to a renewed personal
encounter with Jesus Christ,
or at least an openness to
letting him encounter them”
- Pope Francis
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